
SPRING 2015 
GEO 215 – GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE 
 
In spring 2015, I again taught GEO 215, Global Environmental Change. At the time, I 
looked forward to another semester in the classroom, especially as an opportunity to 
refine my teaching strategy and learn from the obstacles I encountered in the previous 
semester. As the evaluations below demonstrate, I made tremendous improvement. By 
incorporating students’ suggestions, I became a more effective communicator and 
found creative ways to connect course concepts to contemporary issues, primarily by 
using audio and visual materials and leading critical discussions on key topics. I am 
especially proud of the growth and improvement I made as a teaching assistant, which I 
was able to carry forward in the following semesters. 
 
These evaluations were created for Teaching Assistants by the Department of 
Geography. I have provided demographic and quantitative summaries for all submitted 
evaluations. Below these summaries, I have listed student’s comments from the 
qualitative portion of these evaluations. I have attempted to present a range of both 
positive and negative comments as well as providing those comments that were 
popular across student responses. 
 
Demographics 
 
Total number of student evaluations: 42 
Students enrolled due to requirement: 33 
Evaluations submitted with no comments: 1 
 
Freshman: 12 
Sophomore: 12 
Junior: 8 
Senior: 10 
Unknown: 2 

Quantitative Assessment 
 

Question Percent Responding 

 
1 

(Highly 
Negative) 

2 3 
(Neutral) 4 

5 
(Highly 
Positive) 

TA is prepared for class 0 0 0 10 90 

TA encourages participation and questions 0 2 5 7 86 

TA communicates concepts, content and issues 
clearly 0 2 0 7 91 



TA provides clear and interesting questions for 
discussion 0 0 5 19 76 

TA creates an effective space for discussion 0 0 7 14 79 

TA brought up interesting related issues 0 2 0 22 76 

TA shows concern that you are learning the 
material 0 4 4 12 79 

TA makes themselves available outside of class 0 2 2 15 81 

TA is approachable about related issues and 
questions 0 0 0 12 88 

TA demonstrates knowledge of the subject matter 0 0 0 17 83 

TA shows enthusiasm for subject and teaching 0 2 2 15 81 

TA's grading is fair and justified 0 5 2 21 72 
Overall, how would you rate discussion section 

in providing a fuller understanding of the course 
material? 

2 0 5 17 76 

 
 

Question Percent Responding 

 
1 

(Strongly 
Disagree) 

2 3 
(Neutral) 4 

5 
(Strongly 

Agree) 

I felt comfortable talking in section/lab 0 5 5 28 62 

There was room for my opinion 5 5 12 14 64 

I felt I was being listened to 0 0 7 21 72 

I would recommend the TA to others 0 2 2 10 86 

 
Select Qualitative Assessments 
 
If you would like to comment on any of the above questions, you may do so: 
 

• “He was great, helped me understand the material better, he also took the time 
for me to go that extra mile on papers.” 

• “The discussion here was great reinforcement for some of the really complex 
lecture stuff.” 



 
What did you like and dislike about section or lab? 
 

• “Discussion was where all my questions were answered. I could count on Jared 
to explain things simply.” 

• “The world connections made the material easier and simpler to understand.” 
• “Repeating class materials is sometimes boring.”  

 
Did the TA help you in any particular way during the semester (with 
papers/assignments/exam prep etc.)? If so, how? 
 

• “Yes, Jared was always available and extremely helpful during his office hours to 
read over my essay drafts and tell me what I needed to improve upon.” 

• “Yes, he helped me improve my writing skills in geography and connect 
information.” 

• “The TA was available at any time if help was needed.” 
 
What are the TA’s strengths? In what ways do you feel the TA needs improvement? 
 

• “Good facilitator of discussion, works really hard to at making subject matter 
simpler using connections to real world phenomena.” 

• “His enthusiasm was contagious.” 
• “Good TA, easy to communicate with, clear in teaching.” 
• “Strengths are incorporating examples in discussion making it clear what we 

need to know and why. Improve: discuss the articles more and correct us more.” 
 
What suggestions would you make to the TA for future teaching? 
 

• “Keep teaching, I’m a fan. Most helpful times were when we kept breaking the 
stuff down.” 

• “Be a little more steadfast in your lesson plan.” 
•  “Become a professor!” 
• “More interactive teaching.” 

 


